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Firearms - Spectrographic - Microscopic 
Remarks; 

Specimens Q7G through CJ35 are being temporarily 
retained in the Laboratory. 

Serological examinations of the victim's clothing 
will be reported separately. f> 

A microscopic examination of the fabric and yarns 
in the damaged areas of Q73 and Q77 indicates the object or' 
objects causing the damage nay have entered the collar from 
above and traveled downward through the collar, severed the 
nochtie and cxitc-d immediately below the collar. Cone of the 
material causing the damage to Q73 and Q77 could have also 
caused the damage to the Q73 coat at the same time duo to the 
type and location of the damage. 
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Specimens received 

4/8/G3 

CLOTIIRTO gTOM MARTIN LUTTIFK KING, JR. 

Q76 
Q77 
Q78 
Q79 
Q00-Q81 
Q82 
QS3 
Q34-Q85 

Shirt 
Mecktio 
Suit coat 
Trousers 

Pair of cocks 
Undershorts 
Undershirt 

Pair of chocs 5j§| 

-Results of examination: • ' • 

There is a large hole in the right front 
portion of the collar of the Q7G shirt. The Q77 necktie 
has been forcibly torn apart in the right front nocl; 
portion also. The object or objects causing the damage 
v/cro larger chan a bullet of .30 caliber eixe and irregular 
in chape as all of the yarns v/oro broken, not cut. One 
or more segments of bone could not bo eliminated as the 
cause of the damage. 

The right lapel of the Q78 coat has three damaged 
areas on the curface of the fabric. These areas have been 
torn by come object or objects, but the damage does not 
extend through the lapel. The torn areas vary from j" 
to 1"^in length and the condition of the yarn indicates 
the object or objects struck the coat from above and probably 
glanced off the coat. 

- Hue to the sixes and ragged edges of the damaged 
areas of the Q7G chirt, Q77 necktie and Q73 suit coat, 
it was not possible to recognise any bullet holes or to 
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determine from visual examination whether or not a bullet 
or any bullet fragments had passed through or ctruck these 
Items. 

Ko bullet holes were found In Q79 through QOS. 

Tho edges of the hole torn In the Q7<5 shirt 
collar, the edges of tho throe tears on the collar of the 
Q78 suit coat and tho catorial near the ends of the Q77 
necktie were contaminated with traces of load which could 
have ccne from a bullet or from bullet fragmenta. The load 
contamination cf these items could not bo associated with 
a particular bullet or lead source. 
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